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1. INTRODUCTION
The Remote Sensing Information Subsystem is an integrated set
of computer programs and graphic devices designed for production
of color graphics maps and displays from digital Landsat MSS data.
This volume describes the computer programs and how to operate
them. See RSIS functional design Document (LEC-13258) for the
function of each module in the overall system.
1.1 BACKGROUND
7903 version of the the Detection
produces black and white maps
All currently running DAM
the RSIS system, such as ERTS-DUP,
rFY, PRTDENS, PRTCLASS,
The RSIS was developed from the
And mapping package (DAM) which
and displays on a line printer.
package programs may be used in
ERTSIDC, L PICTAB, CONTROL, CLASS:
and STATUS.
1.2 LANDSAT MSS DIGITAL DATA
A Landsat scene covers an area of the Earth's surface 100x100
nautical miles. Each scene is composed of approximately
7,500,000 digital picture elements (pixels). The scanner co-
ordinates defining the location of a pixel are scan line number
a
and sample number. Scan lines are numbered from l to 2340,
starting at the top of each scene. Samples are numbered from
1 to 3240 (approximately), starting at the left of each scene.
A Landsat scene is divided into four 25-mile wide strips (num-
bered 1 to 4 from the left). The data for all four strips of
the scene are recorded on either 1, 2', or 4 reels of computer
tape, depending on the file structure and recording density.
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The RSIS accepts the original Landsat tape format. Users,
therefore, are not required to reformat the data prior to
processing.
1.3 COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The computer programs in the RSIS Univac soft-.ware are designed
for use on any Univac 1100 series computer system with the
following minimum
	 tics:
• EXEC-8 operatinq system
• 20,000 words of user core store-,
• 2,000,000 words of user mass storage
• I tape drive (2 if tapes are to be duplicated)
• I card reader
• 1 line printer
• 1 remote terminal (optional)
The software is highly modular and contains provision: for
easily specifying local hardware and system software character-
istics at implementation time. Conversion to other computex,
systems is possible, but would involve significant reprogramming.
The computer programs in the MIS Interactive Graphics subsystem
are described in RSIS Interactive Graphics Subsystem User's
Guide.
1.4 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The RSIS Univac software is currently organized in 3 main pro-
grams. Program names and functions are as follows:
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PROGRAM	 FUNCTION
CLRTAB	 Display and tabulate raw Landsat data
CRTCLASS	 Produco color (Iraphics maps from detection
file data
CRLCLASS	 Produce color graphics maps from class data
1.5 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
The RSIS contains approximately 300 subroutines. Over 90 percent
of the subroutines are written in Univac FORTRAN V, and the
remainder in assembler and EXEC-8 control, language.
1..6 USER LANGUAGE
Familiarity with programming languages is not required.. Users
communicate with the computer system by means of a few English-
like commands and exec commands.
Exec commands generally, request facilities from the executive,
prior to executing a program. They also release facilities
after termination of a program. Those exec commands required
for each prograam are explained in the section on that program.
Commands communicate with a currently executing program. They
are used to direct program operations and specify the nature
of the output desired. The commands to be used with each pro-
gram are explained below.
COMMANDS
TIIE GENERAL FORMS FOR ALL COMMANDS ARE LISTED BELOW. MOST PRO-
GRAMS HAVE DEFAULT VALUES FOR MANY OF TI•iESE COMMANDS. THESE
DEFAULT VALUES DEPEND ON THE COMPUTER INSTALLATION, THE PROGRAM,
AND WHETHER THE RUN IS BATCH OR DEMAND. MOST COMMANDS WILL OUTPUT
A TABULATION OF THE CONTENTS OF VARIABLES PREVIOUSLY DEFINED BY
THE COMMAND IF THE USER TYPES IN THE COMMAND NAME WITH NO SPECI-
FICATIONS.
F-
-1
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A0JCU.) ,rJC#(TYPE Ol. POINTS)]
ALICCNJtSCAENJ#(I.INE)i (SAMPLE )#(EARTH COORDINATE SYSTEM),
(COONJITNATE PAIR)
fi	 ATTC ITUDE 3 E ► (DEGREES PITCH) # (DEGRFFS ROLL) 3
CHACNNj*LJ I P I RAW OR LINCEA133 OR POLCAR I I I # <CHANNEL NUMBER) I t
CLE I AN 3 1 p ( E, I AGNOST I C; TYPE) I
1;OLIORJr p (Q0T.()R i)P(VALUE I)P(COLOR 2)#(VALUE: 2>)
COP I I ES I t ► (NUMBER OF OUTPUT COP I f 8) )
C,UUCN'I'JC# <MAXIMUM COUNT I•'I-'-R PIXEI.)j
CROTSSTAW
CRT I # < 1,*IJNCT I ON > I P (.k ;l'-l EC I F I CAT I ONS) 3 1
DEWSITY) I P (MINIMUM) t (MAXIMUM) I
DETIEGT1I#(PF'TECTTON TYPE>]
D I A 
I 
GRAM 3 1 p ( TYPE OF F'O I NTS)
DIS11"LAY1 It 0)ATA TYPE)]
EXID]
EXPELATN3C)-%'I ,ROGRAM OR COMMAND NAME) C,	 33
FACITORI
G3RACPH(CS3C^ (COLOR VILE NAME)EP <IMAGE FILE NAME)]]
HLAIDING31 P (LINE NUMBER) # (HEADING TEXT))
INTIENISITY3r.p(FIRST SCALING FACTOR) t(LOW VALUE)#
(SECOND SCALING FACTOR) #(HIGH VALUE)l
LINCEARIlt(LTNEAR CHANNEL NUMFV'.'R)lt(C0J--'F"FIClENT TYPE)[ ► <COFFF(S) )131
MAPIP<MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUB-WINDOWS))
NAM IFICP<NAME OF TRANSFORM OR SPECTRAL LIMITS)3
x1v
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NLWESIC ► (PROGRAM NAME)E# ► # ► 33
NEXET tF3 # (01'r OR ON) # (MODE OPTION)
O  t r< MODE OPT I CIN) 1 ► 3 3
ONCt(Mnm OPT t (IN) C,	 33
0RI[GINJEp(cucjRvINATE SYSTEM)# iCOCIRDINATE F'AIR)J
PAC C F. 3 C, (ME; !JAGE) 3
PLO [T) LR3
CPOIN'r ► ](POINT NUMBER)# CSCAN ► JQ,fNE)# t,.3AMPLE)p
(EAR" IJ  COORD I NATE SYSTE M) # (COORDINATE  F'A I R) I o (DESCR I PT I ON > 3
1 101,EA113Ct ( PW.AR CH1,11NEL NUKIER)CP (COEI'FICIENT TYPE)C p (COEFF)333
PRIENI*kRJE#<METRIC;)[#(SPECIFIC;ATIDNS)33
I"ROEFILE3
RAD ILIANCE)t ► <MINIMUM)P(MAXIMUM)lt ► t ► 33
RENIUMPERIt (NEW WINDOW NUMBER)
ROTrAThirt (CRITERIA)Cr (MATRIX)E ► (NORMALIZATICIN)333
SAT EURATI ON) CP (COLOR CHANNEL VAI,LJE:)# ( INTENSITY CHANNEL VALUE) 3
SCA[l..F,31tl/(E,EN0MINATOR OF REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION)3
SCE ENE. Ito ( LAND' IAT (01 ;ENE NUMBER > # (flAMPl-FS/SCENE) I
SHALRPENING]h(CHANNEL, NUMBER) L  SAM EPL-Ellt (COEFF) p (COEFF)JJJ
SPAIGING]E ► (LINE INCREMENT>t(SAMPLE INC"REMENT)3
TAB C I ILATE 3 1 o < PATA TYPE ) 3
TICEK INTERk , 'Al.31t(PRIMARY COORDINATE SYSTEM)o(COORDINATE PAIR),
(SECONDARY COORDINATE SYSTEM >#(COORDINATF PAIR )J
TIMEE]
TOLL URANCE I It (VALUE) I
TOTCALI
W I N E DOW I E P (COORD I NATE SYSTEM) I ► (COORD I NATE F'A I R) t	 333
ZONCEJCP(UTM ZONE NLJMBER)3
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COLOR COMMAND
==11, a= =#--:tZli?x
COI. I CIR ^ # (DEt, t FTE J )
COLCORIC# (COLOR i)t (VALUEI)t (COLOR 2) p (VALUE 2>3
COL EOR31 t (COLOR 1) P (VALUE J ) t (= ) t (COLOR 2) ► (VALUE '-') 3
EXPLANATION
THIS COMMAND OPECII- IES GOI.OR AND VALUES FOR DISPLAY,
RESTRICTION%')*
1. 081	 (X7.'14,41ANIr PLUORE COLORS ARE INIPUT,
2, T14E COLORS MUST BE INr,uT IN PAIRS-
:4. COLOR NAMES CAN	 K DUPLYGATEI)s
4, COLOR VA:.JFE)% MUST BE IS ASCENDING ORDER AND IN RAN(W 0 TO 69
INCLUSIVE,
5, THERE IS A LIMIT ON NUMBER OF GIOLORSt NOW 10,
6, COLORS MAY BE REPLACED PY USING THE THIRD FORM OF COLOR COMMANDS
r,01.OR 
TO 
OF REP1,AGED IS LEFT OF = SYGNt AND REPLACEMrNT COLOR
AND VALUE TS RIGHT (IF = SIGN,
PROGRAMS
GLRTAB
CRTOLASS
CRLCLASS
xl 6
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JURT COMMAND
C,Rl*t r	 DEVE ICOF.3 t (DEVICE I YPF MNEMUNIG)
f  to  11LUTION3 i (NI -MbF.R OF GRT LINES) t (NUMBER OF CRT COLUMNS)
SCRI f f N f;IZE73# (INCHL 1. i DrAGONAL?
EXPLANA VION
THIS Ci IMAND	 GRT l-UNCTIlJNS#
RESTRIGTIONS
Is THIS COMMAND SHOULD VE 05Ffl RARII.Yt AND THEN ONLY BY
IPERtlt , ' JNEL. i7AMILIAR WITH rHF LOCAL SYSTEMS) GRAPHICS,
2, THIS COMMAND MAY DE USED CINLY LIEFORE THE FIRST WINDUW
IN THE ClJl'%l(J.NT PROGRAM 14AS PEEN PROGIFSSED.
CRTCLAS—c
-CRLCLASS
GRAPHICS COMMAND
GRArF'flICSJ1 p ( C,CJL0R FILE NAMI ) t p (IMAGE FILE NAME) 33
EXPLANATION
THIS COMMAND SPEC IIJES FILE NAMES.
RESTRICTIONS
It THE. FIRST ', CJlAkACTF.RS OF COLOR FILE NAME MUST LSE VOL2: OR CIS32:
THE FIRST 5 CHARACTERS (IF IMAGE FILE NAME MUST BE V01,2: OR 0832s
2 ►
 FILE NAMFIS 1lAVF A MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 18 CHARACTERS,
PROGRAMS
CLRTAB
CRTCLASS
CRixLAISS
ORIGINAL PA01 19
OF POOR QUAD"
INTEN,tirlY COMMAND
z 1^ — L" —,^ " 7 :-
	^1 t3 IV , 1  Is x
INTEENSITY31t(FIRST ";CALING kACTCJR)t(LOW VALUE)#
(SECOND SCALING FACT OR) t(HIGH VALUE)3
EXPLANATION
THIS OCIMMAND SET , 1.1 ►CALING tACTURS AND ASSOCIATED VALUES FOR COLORS#
RESTRICTIONS
io SCALING I'ACTOkS MUST BE IN RANGE 0 100 INCLUSIVEt WITH FIRST
FAGTOR LESS THAN I.'.EC;C)Nrio
2, VAJJJES ARE USUALLY IN RANGE 0.,21 I14("%I.USXVE#
3, MAXUMUM VALUE IS IIETERMINED nY SATURATION COMMAND
CLRTAB
SATUHATION COMMAND
SATIONATION) C, U IRST CHANNEL SATURATION LIMIT) o
(SECOND CHANNEL SATURATION LIMIT)]
EXPLANATION
THIS COMMAND SETS LIMITS ON SATURATION VALUES,
RgSTRIGTIONS
1. THE FIRST CHANNEL SATURATION LIMIT AND SECOND CHANNEL SATURATION
i J.
LIMIT MOST TOTAL LESS THAN 2
PROGRAMS
CLRTAF4
CRTCLASS
CRLCLASS
r
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1.7 COMPUTER RUN PROCEDURES
The basic unit for work accounting under the Univac EXEC-8
operating system is the run. Before any programs can be executed,
a run must first be initiated, and after the last program has
terminated, the run must be terminated. The following four
cards are always required to initiate an RSIS run (lowercase
letters indicate user-supplied information).
@RUN accounting-information
@USE DAM. ,name-of-program-file
@ASG,A DAM.
@ADD DAbl.SETUP
The RUN card supplies accounting information, as explained
below. The USE card identifies the external name currently,
used by the operating system for the RSIS program file
(consult local installation standards for this name). The ASG
card insures that the program file is available on mass storage.
The SETUP card prepares the programs for execution.
The following card is always required to terminate a computer
run:
@FIN
Batch runs are initiated by card input at the main computer
site (or at a remote batch terminal). Demand runs are initiated
by keyboard input at an interactive remote terminal.
1.7.1 BATCH PROCEDURE
The procedure for using the RSIS in batch mode is listed below.
(1) Prepare punch card deck for desired program(s) as follow
(lowercase letters indicate user-supplied information):
7
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@RUN,priority/NR runid,acct,project,minutes,pages
@ASG,A name-of-program-file
OUSE DAM.,name-of-program-file
@AID DAM. SETUP
(runstream for program-1)
(runstream for program-2)
(runstream for program-N)
@FIN
(2) Submit deck, required Landsat tape(s), and appropriate
local form(s). The runid is a unique six-character
identifier for each run. If not unique, error termination
may result.
Two commonly used characters (@ and:) are absent from most key-
punches. Their multi-punch representations are as follows:
@ is multi-punch 87
is multi-punch 85
1.7.2 DEMAND PROCEDURE
a terminal to the computer
operating system, terminal,
logged in, follow the pro-
end each line with a car-
adicate information supplied
The exact techniques for connecting
and logging in are dependent on the
and communications equipment. Once
cedure below, always remembering to
riage return. (Lowercase letters is
by user.)
To initiate a demand run, enter:
@RUN runi.d,acct,project
@USE DAM.,name-of-program file
@ASG,A DAM.
@ADD DAM.SETUP
/d
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At thiS point , koy in the roquirod exec C-0111111ands and colmliands
for the program (s) desiro-d. Remember, (,,very line must end with
a carriage return.
At the complotion of the domand run enter:
0, PIN
Then follow (110 local standards for loq(Ting off.
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At this point, key in the required exec coiimiands and commands
for the program(s) desired. Remember, every line must and with
a carriage return.
At the completion of the demand run enter:
@FIN
Then follow the local standards for logging off..
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At this point-, key in the required exec commands and commands
for the program(s) desired. Remember, every line must end. with
a carriage return.
At the completion of the demand run enter:
@FIN
Then follow the local standards for logging off.
2^z
1.3
i2. CLRTA13 PROGRAM
CLRTAB roads raw Landsat VISS data from a computer compatible tape,
and produces a magnetic display tape used for generating color
CRT displays on the INTERDATA/RAMTEK. In these displays, each
MSS pixel is represented by one display position on the RAMTEK
output device. The pixel displayed in that character position
represents: (1) the radianco, gradient, or Laplacian value
recorded for that pixel in a tivell
 channel,. (2) two channel valuesJ
per pixel, with the first, channel for that pixel being the color
and the socolid channel boinq the intensity, or (3) the class value
of the pixel assigned by an ISOCLS/ELLTAB classification run.
Any number of displays, in any order, may be generated from one
tape Wj ' 4
-hin a single program execution. However, in order to
improve response time and minimize tape wear, displays should be
generated in the same order that -the data is stored on tape—in
the order of increasing line numbers.
2.1 PREREQUISITES
CLRTAB must be executed within a computer run, either batch or
demand. Approximate scanner coordinates for displaying features
of interest may be estimated by using a set of ERTS-1 MSS scales,
These scalps may be used for both Landsat-1 and Landsat-2. For
information on tape staging and management, consult local in-
stallation standards.
2.2 EXEC COMMANDS
The following exec coiiuliands are normally used in executing CLRTAB
(lowercase letters indicate user-supplied i-formation):
PASG,T 3.,tape-unit-type, reel-number
This exec command reserves an available 800 BPI tape drive unit
and requests that the specified reel containing Landsat data be
mounted. For 1600 BPI tapes, tape-unit-type will be 16N.
Real numbors are Ifivill Lod to 0 cliarkicters Choben from the
lett,orS A-Z and the numbort, 0-9.
0A111G,T 2. , 16N, rool 1111111bor
Thit; QXOC voillmand rotiovV0.6 111 avkai Lible 1000 BPI 'tape drive unit
and rLqUL-St."; tllk-J a display (Lita tapo that will be sent to the
INTV'RDATA/RAM-V1-,'.'N* be mount,o (j. See precodinq parakraph for unit
and real dofirl--ions.
: ! Ii. ' Olialill
This OX QC C ON1 1 14111d	 all 1 1 1,IA'AB of a,,  filo for the first strip.
If this I i10 (1001; 110L (!Xi.",( , this coilimand may bo omitted.
This OXL, (- coilimand assitins the? Fiv o L EJANAB class file Lo the run.
If this Nlo dots noL oxi.s( , (his, command may be emitted. At
least: one E'LLTAB class file Must be assign  to the run.
(JUSE, 26. t Qualificr*filcname2.
This exec. command assigns all ELLTAB class file for the second
strip.  If this file does not exist, this coiiimand may be omitted.
(,I AS(',,A 26.
This exec oommand assigns Lho s000nd EILLTAB class file to the run.
If Lhis file coos not, oxisL,, Hiis command may be omitted.
011SR, 27.,
This exec command assiglis an ELLTAB class file for the third strip.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@ASG,A 27.
This exec command assigns the third ELLTAB class file to the run.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
2-
P"
OUSE 28., Qualifiar*filename4.
This exec command assigns an 1 , LLTA13 class fUe for the fourth
strip. If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
PASG,A 28,
This exec command assigns the fourth ELLTAB class file to the run.
if this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@REWIND 3.
This exec command insures that the Landsat tape is positioned at
the load point.
@RI-MIND 2.
This exec command insures that the display data tape for the
INTERDATA/RAMTEK is positioned at the load poirt.
@XQT CLRTAB
This exec command initiates execution.
@ADD name-of-symbolic-element
This exec command causes input -to be taken from a symbolic element
in a disk file, instead of from the terminal or card reader.
At the end of the element, input is again taken from the terminal
or card reader. This exec command is normally used to input
spectral transformations to CLRTAB.
0FREE 3.	 1
This exec command is the opposite of the @ASG exec command. This
command requests that the Landsat tape be dismounted and the tape
drive released for use by other computer runs.
r
Ik
@FREE 2.
This exec command is the opposite of the @ASG exec command. This
command requests that the display data tape be dismounted and the
tape drive released for use by other computer runs.
2.3 COMMAND
The following commands are normally used to provide specifications
for the CLRTAB program and direct its operations (lower-case letters
indicate user 'supplied information) :
ORIGIN,SCAN,line,sample
This command specifies that the origin (typically center) scan
line and sample of the area to be processed by CLRTAB.
WINDOW,PRINT,line,column,sine,column
This command defines the boundary, relative to the origin, of a
rectangular area to be processed. The first coordinate pair
specifies the minimum graphics lane and column relative to the
origin, and the second coordinate pair specifies the maximum
graphics line: and column relative to the origin.
SPACING,line-increment,sample-increment
This command specifies the MSS scan line and sample increments
to be used for processing the subsequent window.
RADIANCE,low-radiance-or-class value,high--radiance-
or-class value
This command specifies the range of radiance values or class
values used in creating the display. Any radiance or class
values in the window which are outside of this range are ignored.
HEADING,l,heading-text
This command specifies the text heading to be displayed on the
color CRT with the map. The text is limited to 36 characters
and may not contain commas.
^1
TICK, SCAN, lines, samplos, SCAN, lines, samples
This command specifies the intervals for output of primary and
secondary ticks within subsequent windows. The primary intervals
are given first, followed by the secondary int,,-, rvals.
.SATt)'RATION, color -sat.uration-limitlintensity-saturation
limit
This command specifies
function of radiance,
intensity channel..	 I
combined values of the
the window larger than
the maximum allowable value (radiance,
r class) for the color channel and/or
two channels are being processed, thei 1
two may not exceed 2 -1. Any values in
the saturation limit are set to the limit.
INTENSITY,firs ,t-scaling-factor,low-value,second-scaling-
factor,high-value
This command specifies the scaling factors associated with low
and high values of radiance or function of radiance. This
command is used when generating radiance, gradient, or Laplacian
displays. It is not used with class displays. The scaling
factors must be in the range of 0 to 100, inclusive, with the
first factor less than the second. The normal range for the low
and high values are 0 to 31.
COLOR,color-namel,associated starting value,color-name2,
associated starting value
This command is analogous to the SYMBOLS command in PICTAB. It
specifies the color to display for a specified class or for a
range of radiance values or function of radiance values. The
colors must be specified in pairs and more than one color command
is normally used. The range for a color goes from its associated
starting value through one minus the associated starting value of
the following color for radiance or function of radiance values;
valid colors are listed in section 2.4.
GRAPHICS, color-file-name, image-file-name
4
This command specifies the name of a standard color file or image
file in RAMTEK compatible format that has previously been saved
on the INT1.'.RDA.rA/RAMTF;K, usod for the current display. If no
file names are specified, the INTERDATA/RAMTEK processor uses
the color video lookup table and image data records present on
the output tape from CLRTAB.
DISPLAY, typeor DlSl t type
Bither command requests that data for the current window be dis-
played by CLRTAB. in the event the area specified by the current
window and origin does not fall within the coverage of the Landsat
tape currently mounted, the program will proceed without error
to the next command. The D191 macro command requests the display
using dafaulL, commands for the particular type of display speci-
ficd. Di S 1 11,17 Lype may bo RADIANCF,, GRADIBNT, LAPLACIAN or CLASS
for DISI)J,-,AY commar)d. The Wsplay type for DISJI must be RAD, GRA,
LAP, or CLA.
IM 
This command terminates the CLRTAB program.
TABULATE,type
This command tabulates the number of pixels per color that were
displayed on the procedinq display. When a display of radiance
or function of radiance (t1radicnt or Laplacian) has been done,
a range of radiance values is associated with each color. Thus,
the tabula tAon would output the total of all pixels within the
range as thc. total for each 	 When a display of class has
been done, one class is associated with each color.
2
2.4 CURRENT VALID COLOR NAMES
The current valid color names used in they
	co=.,.nd are as
follows;
COLOR	 COLOR GUN	 PRIMARY OR
NAMES
,	 SETTINGS	 SECONDARY
Red Green Blue COLOR
Col _Y^ ­_0 0 Red
CO2 0 is 0 Green
CO3 0 0 is Blue
C04 15 15 0 Yellow
CO5 15 0 is Magenta
COG 0 1.5 15 Cyan
C07 is 7 0 Yellow-Red
C08 7 15 0 Green-Yellow
C09 is 0 7 Red-Purple
CIO 7 0 is Purple-Blue
2.4 RUNSTRHAM
CLRTAB normally occurs in a separate batch computer run from other
programs. In this run, CLRTAB is usually executed once for each
strip to be processed. The partial runstream required for CLRTAB
is:
OASG,T 3.,tape-unit-type,reel
@REWIND 3.
0, ASG,T 2.,tape-unit-type,rccl-number
OREWIND 2.
OUSE 25.,class-filc-name	 this is needed
(,I ASG,A 25.	 1	 for CLASS dis-plays only
0XQT CLRTAB
OADD clement-dofinijig-spectral-transformation (optional)
ORIGIN, SCAN, line, saiiiple
WINDOW,PRINT,line,column,line,column	 repeat for
SPACING,line-increment,sample-incrementI
	
each display
DISPLAY, type
"?_l<
":7,0
ZXIT
@FREE 3.
OPREE 2.
2.6 SAMPLE RUN
The following portions of a demand terminal run illustrate typical
use of the CT,RTAB program to produce displays from raw Landsat
MSS data on Lape. The computer provides a prompt ch ,,+racter (>)
before ear-h statement keyed in by the user.
See DoLoction and Mappinq Package Volume, 2a: Software User's
Manual (part 1) document (JSC-11377)
The above exec commands assign the Landsat tape and position it
at the load point and assign the output tape for the display data
for the INTERDATA/RAMTEK.
>@XQT CLRTAB
Then initiate execution of the CLRTAB program.
r
ft
21""'
i
3
170AS /170A5	 DAM CL.RTAH(791.1)	 12/07/79	 16035
****WARNING:	 JUL 77 f,t°DDARD FORMAT - < NO NADrR
****1-1ARNINCs 	 ATTITUDE MISS rNC -- HKE F.N17 OF CCT4
****WARNING:	 NOMINAL REGISTRATION 9ASCn ON LSTIMATED SCENE CENTER
9TRK	 16N 160 I- P I Wt't820
LANLIVAT-2 MSS
SrENEt 20899-L6O33
t 'c7' 1 OF 4
L I NES s 1 TO 2340 OF 2340
SAMPLES$ 1 TO	 816 OF 3264
DATE: 9 JUL 77
CENTERt 280 8010101	 98# 6t67
NADIR: **4(* c x * **	 ** i** ***
SUN EL: 54
SUN AZ: 91
HUG-YAW: ***
ALT; 9),2+
PITCH: ****
R(ILL,- .-*A 
MODE/C=OF,': 047 (OCTAL) 
CLR.TAB idonLis:ies the Landsat MSS scene and strip, and then
supplies default specifioaticns for several. cormands.
* * 1".URRENT LIE,FAUL.T COMMANDS:
ON ► GONF I RM ► I-EG'F NCI ► PROMPT
t.13T ► F;'t:"-3 ► 511 ► 511
CRI' ► ;aCREF N,19
SA ,rUF`A f fON ► 62 C LOR CHANNEL, 31 INTENSITY CHANNEL
INTENCITY ► 	 0 1ST FAC'TR	 0 LOW VALUEr 1001 2ND FACTR ►
l3RAPH ICS ► KIELETE
***NOTE: DELETED COLOR FILL ANCi IMAGE } ILF NAMES
WINDOW ► PRINT
-255 L NE. ► -25., COLUMN ►
255 I..INE	 255 COLUMN
SPACING, 1 LINES ► 1 SAMPLES
CHANNEL ► 	 RAW 	 4
RAD I ANC:E ► 	 Of 35
TICK ► SCAN  2400 LINES ► 3300 SAMPLES PRIMARY ►
SCAN, 100 L.INEcE; ► 100 SAMPLES SECONDARY
ZONE ► ** (UTM CENTRAL MERIDIAN **-**** OEM
31 HIGH VALUE
z
_.1
The default WINDOW in this demand terminal run specifies a
rectangular area centered on the ORIGIN, and 510 print lines by
510 print columns in size.
SPAC I NC3 ► i ► 1
SPACING ► 1 LINES ► 1 SAMPLES
The default spacing in this demand run specifies every scan line
and every sample.
SNACING ►
 1 LINES ►
 1 SAMPLES
CHANN. - L ► 	 RAW,	 4
RADIANT; ► 	 0 ► 35
TICK ►
 SCAN ►
 2400 LINES ► 3300 SAMPLES PRIMARY ►
SCAN ►
 100 LINES ►
 t00 SAMPLES SECONDARY
ZONE ► ** (UTM CENTRAL MERIDIAN ****** DEC)
To specify the location of the window, use the ORIGIN command.
ORIGINP 1100 ► 561
****WARNING:
	
BALD COORDINATE SYSTEM --
1100
A3
CLRTAB has detected a problem with the user input -- the key
word SCAN, specifying the coordinate system, was omitted. The
user then re-enters the ORIGIN command with the correct speci-
fications.
ORIGIN,BCAN ► 1100 ► 561
ORIGIM ► y i AN ► 1100 LINE ► 561 SAMPLE
ORIGIN ► DEGREa ES # 28.93341 LSAT I TUDE ► 99#22617 LONGITUDE
CLRTAB confirms the user input and estimates the geographic
coordinates of the origin. This estimate is based on the
approximate scene center recorded on the Landsat tape (unless
CONTROL was executed before CLRTAB). The user now requests a
DISPLAY of the current WINDOW.
DISPLAY, PAEIIANCE
***NUTL : PREVI OUS WARNINGS	 PAL# CiR NO DISPLAY  GENERATE D
*XTRY AGAIN!
CLRTAB notes that warnings have occurred. If all problems
have been corrected, enter DISPLAY again.
Ell SPLAY, RAD I ANCE
WINDOW NUM111-:R 004 	 DISPLAY
9TkI: 16N 1600 FPI W4820
E--200 129-I6s^:33_1 9JLIL.77 ;3 64SAMPI.ES S ONEL+54 PITCH-*-*** ROLL-**, x•*
(CHANP FLAW, 11, ► ► RAC►► 0 Cr :-45 11! ► ► s SiPA ► 1 ► 1 r ► ► ORIG ► SCAN ► 1100 ► 561)
***N1)TE: OJ-.* AULT IMAGE F a'LE SPECIFIED
I
421"X
>SPACING,3f2t
SPACING, 3 LINES, 2 SAMPLES
This spacing command requests that one in every three lines and
one in every two samples be displayed. This SPACING is useful
to locate a feature when its coordinates are known only approxi-
mately. Once a feature has been located in this manner, the
ORIGIN can be refined and a now display generated with line and
sample SPACING of 1 as follows:
>ORIGIN,SCAN,865,1860
ORIGIN, SCAN, 865 LINE, 1860 SAMPLE
ORIGIN, DEGREES, 30.45584 LATITUDE, 95.10174 LONGITUDE
ySPACING,1,1
SPACING, 1 LINES, 1 SAMPLES
>DISPLAY
WINDOW NUMBER 002
B-1092-16305-3 230CT72 3240S-MPLES SUNEL+41 PITCH+0.04 ROLL-0.52
If a larger display is required, the WINDOW may be enlarged.
2 2
X5
WINDOW,PRINT,-120,-60,+120,+60
WINDOW, PRINT,
	
-120 LINE,	 -60 COLUMN,
	
120 LINE,	 60 COLUMN
This example specifies a WINDOW centered at the current ORIGIN,
and 240-print: lines by 120--print columns in size.
Once all desired displays have been generated the user enters:
>EXIT
CLRTAB verifies the integrity of the Landsat tape.
>E.XIT
**11;OGRAM TERMINATION
of VLR I F Y I NG EOF {1N E RTS TAPE
of
NORMAL TERMINATION	 12/07/79 17#08	 0 FATAL ERRORS
'**PLF ASE wHl -RK-E 3, OR @REWIND 3. OR WRLOCATE 3
`TREE 3
READY
aG,
1 7911
CLR,rAB SAMPLE RIJN
@RUN ► U/NR RtfT17AP '^99-I)AM--P# TF5-N12345# 8t 8O
@USE, DAM ► ► TF5-L76758*DAM,
@ASG ► A DAM.
GAUD DAM. SLTUP
@ASG ► T 3., 1(jN ► RJTl1A	 SCENE 1.092-16;305 ►
@REWIND 3.
i@ASG ► 'P 2. ► 1.SN ► DISt'1.AY
@REWIND 2.
LXGT II.RTAB
SPAGINGt i i
JONES ► RJ
STRIP 2
WINDOW ► PRINT ► -255, --2 55,+255 ► +255 . ► 510 LINES X 510 COLUMNS ►
to	 CENTERED ON ORIGIN
*ALL OT14ER DEFAULT COMMANDS ARE ACCEPTABLE
ORIGIN ► SCAN ► ,•$801 1945 ► ► r DISPL AY ► RAD
ORICIN ► SCAN ► 646 ► 947 ► ► ► DISPLAY, RAD
ORIGIN ► SCAN, J.094 ► 2052 ► ► ► DISPL.AY ► GRA
ORIGIN# SCAN ► 1 163 ► 1'509 ► ► ► DISPLAY ► J,AP
ORIGIN ► SCAN, 1 . 41 ► 896 ► . ► DISPLAY ► LAP
ORIGIN ► SCAN ► .1447 ► 1464 ► ► ► DISPLAY ► 1:1..A
ORIGIN ► SCAN,1603 ► i710 r ►► DISPLAY ► CLA
EXIT
@REWI:ND 3.
i@XOT ► E CLRTAB	 REPEAT IF PREVIOUS EXECUTION ERROR TERMINATED
@EOF
@FREE 3.
@1= FI: L 2,
@ASG ► T 3. r l(.)N ► R,JT17B	 ► SCENE 1092-16305 ► STRIP 3
@REWYND 3.
RXOT CLRTAB
@EOF
@FREE 3.
@FR L 2.
@FIN
a7
version 7911
3. CRTCLASS PROGRAM
CRTCLASS generates any number of custom formatted and scaled maps
on a color graphics CRT. The maps for a Landsat MSS scene are
displayed using data from detection file(s) produced by the CLASSIFY
program. CRTCLASS assigns each pixel to a display position on the
classification map. The number of Landsat pixels assigned to each
display position will vary with the scale of the map.
3.1 PREREQUISITES
CRTCLASS must be executed in a computer run (normally batch).
CLASSIFY must be executed in the same run., prior to CRTC4.ASS,
in order to generate the detection file(s). Tape input is required
for CLASSIFY, but not for CRTCLASS. However, an output tape is
required for CRTCLASS. After CRTCLASS has run, this tape will
contain all the necessary information used by the INTERDATA computer
to generate the requested color maps on a color graphics CRT.
3.2 EXEC COMMANDS
@ASG,T 2., tape-unit-type, reel-number
This exec command reserves an available 1600 BPI tape drive
unit and requests that a scratch tape be mounted. Tape-unit-type
for 9-track tapes is 16N. Reel numbers are limited to 6 characters
chosen from the letters A-Z and the numbers 0-9.
@REWIND 2.
This exec command ensures that the scratch tape is positioned
at the load point.
@XQI' CRTCLASS	 `
This exec command initiates execution of the CRTCLASS program.
@FREE 2.
This exec command is the opposite of the @ASG exec command. This
command requests that the scratch tape be dismounted and the tape
z
r
f
I
I
R
drive released for use by other runs.
3.3 COMMANDS
ORIGIN,DEGREES, latitude, longitude
This command specifies the origin in degrees (typically minimum
latitude and minimum longitude) of the area CRTCLASS is to map.
WINDOW, PRINT, line, column
This command specifies the size (in graphics display coordinates)
of the rectangular area to be mapped by CRTCLASS. Latitude and
longitude may be used with the WINDOW, MINUTES command, but the
PRINT specification ensures that the map will fill the portion of
screen desired.
HEADING, 1, heading-text
This command specifies the text to be displayed on the color CRT,
along with the map. The text is limited to 36 characters and may
not contain commas.
SCALE, 1/denominator-of-representative-fraction
This command specifies the scale at which subsequent windows are
to be mapped. The minimum denominator is 20000 and the maximum is
260000 (commas may not be embedded in the denominator).
TICK, MINUTES, latitude, longitiitde, MINUTES, latitude, longitude
This command specifies the intervals for printing the primary
ticks and secondary ticks within subsequent windows. The primary
intervals in minutes are given first, followed by the secondary
intervals in minutes
a9
COUNT, count-per-pixel
This command specifies the resampling algorithm used in generating
the map. When the count-per-pixel is zero, last-in resampling is
used. When the count-per-pixel is greater than zero, a count is
added to a CRT display position each time a pixel registers there.
The count added for each qualifying pixel will be either the
(radiance/density) value or the count, whichever is less.
SATURATION, saturation-limit
This command specifies the largest allowable (radiance/density)
value. Any values in the window larger than the saturation limit
are set to the limit. This protects the CRTCLASS program from
detection file values outside the allowable range (0-61). The
usual saturation limit is 61 for radiance and class detection
files and 18 for density files.
COLOR, color-name, first (radiance/density) value,
color-name, second (radiance/density) value
This command is analagous to the SYMBOLS command in PRTCLASS. It
is used to specify the color to be displayed for a range of
(radiance/density) values. More than one color command is usually
specified. see section 2.4 for valid color names.
RADIANCE, low-radiance-value, high-radiance-value
This command specifies the range of radiance values used in
creating the map. Any radiance values in the window which are
outside of this range are ignored.
DENSITY, low-density-value, high-density-value
This command specifies the range of density values used in creating
the map. Any density values in the window which are outside of
this range are ignored.
^0
TABULATE,
This command tabulates the number of pixels with each color or
(radiance/density) value that was displayed by the previous MAP
command. Pixels not displayed (outside of the current radiance/
density range) are not included in the tabulation.
MAP
This command generates a single map covering the current window.
The map is stored on an output tape for later display on the color.
graphics CRT.
EXIT
This command terminates the CRTCLASS Program.
3/
3. 4 RUNSTR - 2kM
CRTCLASS is executed in the same computer run with several other
programs. The partial runstream required for CRTCLASS is:
(runstream for CONTROL)
(runstream for CLASSIFY) --- repeat once for each strip
@ASG,T 2. 1
 16N, X09052
@REWIND 2.
@XQT CRTCLASS
ORIGIN,DBGREES,latitude,longitude
	
repeat for
HEADING,I,heading-test
	
each area to
MAP	 be mapped
EXIT
3.5 SAMPLE RUN
CRTCLASS always appears
several other programs.
run illustrate combined
programs to produce reg
The computer displays a
keyed in by the user.
in a computer run (normally batch) with
The following portions of a demand terminal
use of the CONTROL, CLASSIFY, and CRTCLASS
istered color CRT maps from Landsat MSS data_.
prompt character (>) before each statement
See Detection and Mapping Package Volume 2a: Software User's
Manual (part 1) document (JSC-11377) page 10-4 through 10-12
for instructions on using CONTROL and CLASSIFY.
Next assign an output tape that will be used by CRTCLASS to store the
maps for later display on the color graphics device.
>@ASG,T 2., 16N, X09052
READY
> @REWIND 2 . ,
FURPUR 0026-05/05 -1:47
X3
31/
Next execute CRTCLASS to generate a series of color CRT maps,
using data in the detection files produced by CLASSIFY.
)OXOT GRTCLASS
CRTCLASS verifies that all detection files assigned to this run
are for the same scene, have the same registration parameters,
and have the same spectral limits. It then prints the following
summary:
170MVM/170MVM
	
DAM CRLCLAS y ( 7911)	 12/07/79
	 14: °.,4
***NOTE: NO FILE *nAMDET•-3.
***NOTE: NO FILE *DAMDET-4,
1 RTS SI;;I NE: '.,20899 -16033
DATE:	 9JUL 77
SUN ELKV: 54 DEGREES
SUN AZIMUTH:
	
91 DEGREES
CCT STf: I PS :
	 1	 2	 3	 4
DATE CLASSIFIED: 053179 053179
MINIMUM LINE:	 800	 800	 0	 0
MAXIMUM LINE:	 1800 1800	 O	 0
MINIMI.JM SAMF'),E:
	 400	 817	 0	 0
MAXIMUM SAMPLE:
	 816 1632	 0	 0
I`1ATER I AL (S) DETECTED.- WATER
-L I M/2B •412F-PUR4	 (DEN)
TOLERANCE t	 0
The program then supplies default specifications for several commands.
The default commands for batch runs are different from those for
demand terminal runs, and are installation dependent.
3
33
**CURRENT DEFAULT COMMANDS:
ON  CIONFIRM ► LEGEND # PROMPT
COPIES#
	
1
DEF-DETr DEN
DEF=DEN
DENSITY ► 10 MINIMUM ► 18 MAXIMUM
COUNT ► 	 i PER PIXEL,
SATURATION ► 	 16	 COLOR CHANNEL ► 	 0 INTENSITY CHANNEL
COLORP COI	 OLOR1 #
	
10	 VALUEi ► i'()2 C OL OR2 ► 	 12	 VALUE2
COLOR ► COS	 COLORI#	 14	 VALLJE1 ► C04 COLOR2 ► 	 16	 VALUE2
COLOR ► CO5	 COOLORI ► 	 17	 VALUE1#C06 COLOR2 ► 	 18	 VALUE2
SCALE) 1/24000
WINDOW ► PRINT r
500 LINE,	 500 COLUMN
TICK # 	MINUTES ► 	2#500 LAT ► 	 2,500 LON PRIMARY#
MINUTES,	 2,500 LATr	 2 ► 510 LON SECONDARY
Z ONE ► 	 14 (	 rm CEN'CRAL MERIDIAN	 9900 DF.G )
CRT# RES# 511 # 511
CRT ► SCREEN ► 19
GRAPHICS # DELETE
***NIJTE: DELETED COLOR FILE AND IMAGE FILE NAMES
The default WINDOW and SCALE comm4nds will allow a 1:24000 scale
map to fill the entire color graphics screen. Next, specify the
location of the map, enter its ORIGIN.
170MVM/170MVM
	 DAM URTCLASS(7911)
	 12107179 12:19
**(JUER COMMANDS;
)ORIGIN, SCAN # 1000P 600
ORIGIN ►
 SCAN# 1000 Y. ENE ►
 600 SAMPLE
ORIGIN, DEGREES# 29 , 00973 LATITUDE ►
 99,19476 LONGITUDE
ORIGIN# KM ►
 481.032 EAST ►
 .4208.903 NORTH
Next specify the map HEADING and enter the MAP command.
)HEAUING ► 1 ► RSIS CRTCLASS TEST
HEADING# It RSIS CRTCLASS TEST
)MAP
MAP
***NOTEo DEFAULT IMAGE FILE SPECIFIED
r,
^3
CRTCLASS will then generate a single map covering the entire window.
The map will be generated and sent: to the output tape assigned to
the run. After program termination, this tape is used by the
INTERDATA/RAMTEK to show the display on the color graphics CRT.
Next, a tabulation of the number of (radiance/density) pixels in
each color xange may be genornted by the TABULATE command.
> TAB
KdTYP a COL
WINDOW NUMSk'R 001	 TABULATE	 WATER-LIM/2B--412F-PUR4
E-20899--i6033-1 9JUI.77 3264SAMPLES SUNEL+54 PITCH+0#05 ROLL-0,11
(CHAN ► t0 ► 0r0r ► ► RAD# l0 @#18 @#8f 63POPaOt ► ► SPA ► O*O# r PORIGPSCAN# 1000#600)
COL	 DEN	 FR'EQUENC'Y'
CH 0	 VAI JJE CH 0 CH
am@ 010 0
0Q8 O t 1 0
Qty @ 010 - Oil 0
CO2 012 0
CO2 013 0
CO2 012 - 013 0
CO3 014 4
CO3 015 0
CO3 014 .. 015 0
C04 016 0
C04 016 - 016 0
COS 017 0
CO5 017 -- 017 0
C06 O18 0
C06 019 - 018 0
TOTAL
	 0
To terminate the program, enter EXIT.
)EXIT
**PROGRAM TERMINATION
DO YOU WANT DETECTION FILES SAVED?
i
Unless YES is enteredr CRTCLASS destroys the detection files on
termination to conserve mass storage and prevent conflicts with
future runs. The detection files should not be saved unless needed
by a subsequent program in this run.
>NO
DETSCT i0N FILES DELETED
NORMAL TERMINATION	 12/07/79 12x23
	 0 FATAL ERRORS
s- 36
1
i
Unless YES is entered, CRTCLASS destroys the detection files on
termination to conserve mass storage and prevent conflicts with
future runs. The detection files should not be saved unless needed
by a subsequent program in this run.
>NO
DETECTION FILES DELETED
NORMAL TERMINATION 	 12/07/79 12;23
	
0 FATAL ERRORS
1 7911
CRTCLASS SAMPLE RUN
@RUN ► tJ/NR R+J'i'17M# 9'?99-DAM-P ► TFS-N12345 ► 20r 3OO	 JONES ► RJ
@USL DAM# ► TF 5-•L7b758*DAM.
@ASG r A DAM
CADii DAM, SETUP
@ASG ► 'T 2 s ► 16N t SCRATCH
@REWI NEi 2.
@USE 25. ►
 ELLTABCLASSF I I.E.
@ASG, A ELL7'ABCLASSFILE,
OXOT CRTCLArlS
COPIEstl
HEAD I Nt; ► 1 r tiAMPLE MAPS FROM THE DAM PACKAGE
SCALE. # 1 /240CIO
TICK ► MINUTES, 7. 5p 7. 5t MINUTES ► 2. i5 ► 2. 5 ► ► PRIMARY 7, :5 X 7#5  MINUTES &
s ►
 SECONDARY 2#5 X 2.5 MINUTES
WINDOW ► PRIN'Cp So9 ► 5c) ,? ► t FILLS ENTIRE CRT SCREEN
ORIGIN, DEGP 30.' 15r 97-.37 t 5 ► t ► HEADING, 2r AUSTIN E 	 , r t MAP
ORIGIN ► IaEGp 30: 15, 97:4$ ► , # HEADINGo 2t AUSTIN W 	 ► t , MAP
EXIT
@FREE 2.
WINN
 g
4. CRLCLASS PROGRAM
CRLCLASS generates any number of custom formatted and scaled maps
on a color graphics CRT. The maps for a Landsat MSS scene are
displayed using data from ELLTAB class file(s) produced by the
"	 ELLTAB classification program, and from detection file(s) generated
by the CLASSIFY program. CRLCLASS assigns each pixel to a display
° pos^.tion on the classification map. The number of Landsat pixels
assigned to each display position will vary with the scale of the
map.
4.1 PREREQUISITES
CRLCLASS must be executed in a computer run (normally batch).
CLASSIFY must be executed in the same run prior to CRLCLASS, in
order to generate the detection file(s). The ELLTAB classification
program must also be run prior to CRLCLASS in order to generate
the ELLTAB class file(s). ELLTAB will normally be executed
in a separate computer run, and the class file(s) assigned to the
CRLCLASS run. An output tape is required for CRLCLASS. After
CRLCLASS has run, this tape will contain all of the necessary
information used by the INTERDATA computer to generate the
requested color maps on a color graphics CRT.
4.2 EXEC COM,'^'.[ANDS
@ASG,T 2., tape-unit-type, reel-number
This exec command reserves an available 1600 BPI tape drive unit
and requests that a scratch tape be mounted. Tape-unit-type for
9-track tapes in 16N. Reel numbers are limited to 6 characters
chosen from the letters A-Z and the number 0-9.
c/ i
@REWIND 2.
This exec command ensures that the scratch tape is positioned at
the load point.
@USE 25., Qualifier*filenamel.
This exec command assigns an ELLTAB class'file for the first strip.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@ASG,A 25.
This exec command assigns the first ELLTAB class file to the run.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted. At
least one ELLTAB class file must be assigned to the run.
@USE 26., Qualifier*filename2.
This exec command assigns an ELLTAB class file for the second strip.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@ASG,A 26.
This exec command assigns the second ELLTAB class file to the run.
I.f this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@USE 27., Qualifier*filename3..
This exec command assigns an ELLTAB class file for the third strip.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
h
@ASG,A 27.
This exec command assigns the third ELLTAB class file to the run.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@USE 28., Qualifier*filename4.
This exec command assigns an ELLTAB class file for the fourth
strip. If this file does pot exist, this command may be omitted.
@ASG,A 28.
This exec command assigns the fourth ELLTAB class file to the run.
If this file does not exist, this command may be omitted.
@XQT CRLCLASS
This exec command initiates execution of the CRLCLASS program.
@FREE 2.
This exec command is the opposite of the LASG exec: command. This
command requests that the scratch tape be dismounted and the tape
drive released for use by other runs.
4.3 COMMANDS
ORIGIN, DEGREES, 'latitude, longitude
This command specifies the origin in degrees (typically minimum
latitude and minimum longitude) of the area CRLCLASS is to map.
WINDOW, PRINT, line, column
This command specifies the size (in graphics display coordinates)
of the rectangular area to be mapped by CRLCLASS. Latitude and
longitude may be used with the WINDOW, MINUTES command, but the
PRINT specification ensures that the map will fill the portion of
screen desiied.
HEADING, 1, heading-text
This command specifies the text to be displayed on the color CRT,
along with the map. The text is limited to 36 characters and may
not contain commas.
SCALE, 1/denominator-of-representative fraction
This command specifies the scale at which subsequent windows are
to be mapped. The minimum denominator is 20000 and the maximum
is 260000 (commas may not be embedded in the denominator).
TICK, MINUTES, latitude, longitude, MINUTES, latitude, longitude
This command specifies the intervals for printing the primary ticks
and secondary ticks within subsequent windows. The primary inter-
vals in minutes are given first, followed by the secondary inter-
vals in minutes.
COUNT, count-per-pixel
This command specifies the resampling algorithm used in generating
the map. When the count-per-pixel is zero; :Last-in resampling is
used. When the count-per-pixel is greater than zero, a count is
added to a CRT display position each time a pixel registers there.
The count added for each qualifying ^ix6l will be either the class
value or the count, whichever is less.
SATURATION, saturation - limit
This command specifies the largest allowable class value. Any
values in the window larger than the saturation limit are set to
the limit. This protects the CRTCLASS Program from class values
outside 'the allowable range (0-61). The usual saturation limit
is 61.
COLOR, color-name, first class value,
color-name, second class value,
This command is analagous to the SYMBOLS command in PRTCLA85.
It is used to specify the color to be displayed for a range of
class values. More than one color command is usually specified.
.
^y
RADIANCE, low-class-value, high-class-value
This command specifies the range of class values used in creating
the map. Any class values in the window which are outside of this
range are ignored.
TABULATE
This command tabulates the number of pixels with each color or
class value that was displayed by the previous MAP command. Pixels
not displayed (outside of the current class range) are not included
in the tabulation.
MAP
This command generates a single map covering the current window.
The map is stored on air; output tape for later display on the ooLoy,
graphics CRT.
EXIT
This command terminates the CRLCLASS program.
4.4 RUNSTRI,t' M
CRLCLASS is executed in the same computer ::un with several other
programs. The partial runstream required for CRLCLASS is:
(runstream for CONTROL)
(runstream for CLASSIFY) -- repeat once for each strip
@ASG,T 2., 16N, X09052
@REWIND 2.
@ASG,A 25.
@XQT CRLCLASS
ORIGIN,DEGREES,latitude,longitude	 repeat for
HEADING,l,heading-text
	 each area to
MAP	 be mapped
EXIT
.	 .	 .
4. 5 SAMPLE RUN
CRLCLASS always appears
several othuxr programs.
run illustrate combined
programs to produce reg
The computer displays a
keyed in by the user.
in a computer run (normally batch) with
The following portions of a demand, terminal
use of the CONTROL, CLASSIFY, and CRLCLASS
istered color CRT maps from Landsat MSS data.
prompt character (>) before each statement
See Detection and Mapping Package Volume 2a: Software User's
Manual (part 1) document (JSC-11377) page 10--4 through 10-12
for instructions on using CONTROL and CLASSIFY.
Next assign an output tape that will be used by CRLCLASS to store
the maps for later display on the color graphics device.
>@ASG,T 2., 16N, X09052
READY
>@REWIND 2.
FURPUR 0026-05/05 -1:47
Assign at least one ELLTAB class file to the run, which contains
the class data for the map.
4 I
Next oxecUtC CRbC1_,A1")5 to (JUIWrate I SUrJQC; Ot (-Olul GhT ittal)5 I Using
data in the olass fibs produced by ISOCLASS/ELLTAB. The detection
files provide registration and scene information only
)eXQT C;RLC.I,ASS
0
CRLCLASS verif i . e ,.;. t4'^a , - all detuction	 acAgned --o thl.,i run are
for the same scone, have the same roqistration paramoters, and have
the same spectral limi lk.s. it then prints the follcrwing summary:
170NVII/170MVM	 DAII CRI,CI.ASS(7911)
	 12/07/79	 12:24
***NOTE: NO FfLE *DAMDET--3,
***N')TE ,  110 FILE *DAMDvT-4,
ERRS SCENE: 20899-16033
DATE ,.	 9 JUL 77
SUN ELEVc
	 54 DEGREESSUN AZIMUTH:	 91 DEGREES
CCT STRIPS:	 1 2 3 4
DATE CLASSIFII- D: 053179 053179
MINIMUM LINE-.	 800 800 0 0
MAXIMUM LINE:	 1300 1800 0 G
MINIMUM SAMPLE:	 400 817 0 0
MAXIMUM SAMPLE-.	 816 1632 0 0
MATERIAL(S) DETECTED: WATER-LIM/2.B-412F-PU34 (DEN)
'rOLERANGE:
	 0
The program -when supplies default speoifications for several commands.
The default commands for batch runs are different from those for
demand terminal runs, and are installation dependent.
.4 ^ - 7
**CURRENT DEFAULT COMMANDS0i
ON t CONVT RM # LEGEND t PROMPT
COPIFS#	 I
OEF-09'r p CLA
DEF —CLA
RADIANCE*	 Q# 61
COUNT,
	 0 PER PIXEL
SATURATION,,	 tit	 COLOR CMANNE'i,.A# :NTrNSITY CHANNUI,
COLOR] C01	 COLO111)
	 0	 VAIAJI",'. A CO2 C01,15IN2 9	 10	 V0!N?1jK2
COLOR#CO3	 GOLORit	 20	 tIALUCIA , ',00, C 0 L,	 S'0	 VALUE2
COLORPOO5	 COLDRIi	 40	 VALUFAoG04 QOLLj1i2#
	 1►0	 VALUE2
COLORtCO7	 COLORIt
	 $5	 VALUES t['400 COLOR2t	 61	 VALUE2
SCALE# 1/24000
WINDOW# PRINT
500 LINE#	 500 COLON14
TICK#	 MINUTEST	 2,$00 LAT#	 500 LON PRINARVt
MINUTES ► 	 2#500 LAT#
	 2.500 LUN SE".30NDARY
ZONE#	 14 (UTM CENTRAL MERIDIAN	 ')?00 0Y.G)
CRT, Rt-,.S P 511 # 511
CRT# SCRFEN # t9
GRAPHIJ CS P	 DELETF
**oNNOTE ,  DELETED COLOR Y.TLE tmNU IM?.Cr—" F.TLI-" NAMES
ThB default WINDOW and SCALE commands will allow at 1:24-000
map to fill. the entire color graphics sn.r pan. Next specify -:110
location of the map, enter its ORIGIN.
VOMVM/. 70MVM	 DAM CRLCLABS(7S"11) 	 12/07/79	 J-2-0
**0 1.3'ER COMMANDSt.
)ORIGINtSCANP1000#600
ORIGIN, SCAN ► 1000 r,INE ► 600 SAMPLE
ORIGIN, DEGREES, 29#00973 1,AT,(TUrgr--'# 99,1.9476 L'-1NGITU77-
ORIGIN ► KM# 481#032 EAST# 3208o9O3 NORTH
Next. specify the map HEADING and enter t-ho- TYAl2 command ,,
) HEAD INGPIPRSIS TEST OF CRLCLASS
HEADINGP is iisis TEST OF CRLCLAS'C"
)MAP
MAP
***NOTE: DEFAULT IMAGE FILE SPECIFIED
I
I
4
CRLCLASS will then generate a single map covering the entire window.
The map will be generated and sent to the output tape assigned to
the run. After program termination, this tape is used by the INTER-
DATA/RAMTEK to show the display on the color graphics CRT.
Next, a tabulation of the number of class pixels in each color
range may be generated by the TABULATE command.
)TAB
KUTYP = COL
WINDOW NUMSCR 001	 TABULATE	 WATER-LIM/2B -4i2F-PUR4
E-20899-16033 -4 9JUL77 3264SAMPLES SUNEL +54 PITCH+0 * 05 ROLL-Ooii
(CHAN ►► OPOPO#P# RADPO @ ► 61 R18 ► 63p0 ► 80t#rSPA ► 0 ► 0 ► t ► ORIGtSCANt1000o600>
CUL CLA FRLQUENCY
CH 0 VALUE CH O	 CH
CO1 000 0
CO2 (1 t0 14
CO3 020 0
C04 (00 0
CO5 040 0
C06 0:50 0
C07 055 0
C08 061 0
TOTAL
	
14
To terminate the program, enter EXIT.
)EXIT
**PROGRAM TERMINATION
00 YOU WANT DETECTION FILKS SAVED?
^i
^^7
Unless YES is entered, CRLCLASS destroys the detection files on
termination to conserve mass storage and prevent conflicts with
future runs. The detection files should not be saved unless
needed by a subsequent program in this run.
>NO
DETECTION FILES DELETED
NORMAL. TERMINATION
	
12/07/79 12$27
	 0 FATAL ERRORS
1 7911.
CRI,CLASS SAMPLE RUN
^rexr,rssx: ^ssce^^^ccrm^
ORUN ► U/NR Ro) fl7M ► 9999—DAM -P ► '."F$—N12345 ► 20 ► 300	 JONES ► RJ
@USL I)AM, #TF5 — L76759*DAMo
IDASG ► A DAM#
9ADV I)AM, SLTUP
QASG# T 2. ► 16N ► SCRATCH
@REWIND 2
@USE 25# ► ELLTABCLASSFILE.
@ASG ► A ELLTARCLASSFILE.
8XQT CRLCLASS
COP I E 15 p 1
HEADING ► i ► : AMPLE MAPS FROM T14E DAM PACKAGE
SCALE,1 / 4000
TICK, FIINUTES ►
 7 . 5 ►
 7, S P MINU'rES ► 20 5 ► 2.5 ► ► PRIMARY 7.5 X 7 # 5 MINUTES 6
it t o SECONDARY 2.5 X 2.5 MINUTES
WINDOW WRIN'I'r 509 ► S09 ► ► FILLS ENTIRE CRT SCREEN
ORIGIN, DEG ► SO,- 15 ► 97:37, 5 ► ► ► HEADING # 2P AUSTIN E	 r ► ► MAP
ORIGINrDEG ► 30:15 ► 97:45 ► ► rHEADING ► 2 ► AUSTIN W	 ►►► MAP
EXIT
@FREE 2*
@F I N
4,;
